
I Was Looking For a Better Solution. Maybe You Are, Too!

Hey there, I’m ___________________ and we are SO pumped that you've landed on
this page. I am a ___________________________ (business corporate woman,
working Mom, stay-at-home Mom, etc) who chose Social Retail because I was looking
for something better.

I wanted to earn an income from home, but I was tired of the "old" way of doing
business and was looking for something that wouldn't require me to do parties,
meetings or classes, sending out expensive samples, bug my friends & family, put up
spammy posts, or spend more on inventory than I made on sales.

If you can relate, keep reading!

<< INSERT 3-5 Sentences of Your Story>> Kathy got started in network marketing in
the late 90s, and Jordan joined her in 2005... as a senior in high school. We quickly rose
to the top of the company... doing all the things traditional network marketers do
because we were told, "that's just the way it is". It worked. We got to the top of the
company but never felt like our team was having the level of success (or making the
kind of money) they deserved. After 10 years, that company decided to take things in a
different direction, and we went looking for a new home.

(It took a few stops before I landed here with/the first company I found was this one),
Social Retail... and as soon as I recognized what a unique and powerful business model
this was, I was hooked!

To be 100% transparent with you, there are some very specific reasons why I
chose to work with the company I’m with:

● A global company with a corporate team that embraces social media and

personal branding, and building your business online the right way.

● A globally-recognized Dream Team upline where we got to partner with

some of the most well-known names in the industry. We are partnered

personally with rock stars like John & Nadya Melton, Tanya Aliza, & Julie

Burke… just to name a few!

● A proven online system that works 100% online with no inventory, home

parties or hotel meetings that makes it simple for new people to get started

FAST and creates rapid duplication world wide.

● A stable company that has stood the test of time (no risky start-ups).

● A comp plan that rewards people for building their customer base… allowing

you to rank advance to the top of the company, cross the stage & qualify for

free trips and other incentives even if you never want to build a team.



● A Wide Range of Products At Affordable Prices That Appeal to Everyone (No

overpriced products, or promoting just one product line that only appeals to

a small group of people)

So….

We have no idea if those things are as important to you as they are to me, but when

you're looking to partner with a new company it's important to choose a model that

fits YOU and ticks all the boxes you're looking for!

I use and love products from a LOT of different network marketing companies… but

chose to build here because of the systems, leadership comp plan & support that were

second to none.

Because I found something with the right systems & support I was looking for, our

team has been able to create outstanding success in our company.

In fact, our team is the fastest growing team in North America!

As wonderful as it would be to work together… I want to make sure it's a good fit for

all of us.

I don't work with everyone, because I work very closely with my team and don't have

the time to work with a lot of new people at once. This is why I limit the number of

people I enroll each month to just 4-6 people, depending on my schedule.

If you would love to work with me though… I would be super pumped to meet you,

and explore if this might be the right fit for both of us!

Here's who I’m looking for:

● Someone who's coachable

● Someone who's motivated & excited to create their success story

● Someone who's fun to work with *this is the biggest one!!*

● Someone who is positive & has a no-excuses mindset!

We have exclusive training & support tools just for our team... and whether your goal is to

earn $500 a month, $5000 a month or even more... the training and support you get as a

member of the Freedom Boss Tribe will give you an unfair advantage over other home

business builders, not just in our company, but in other companies as well!

We're all about helping you leverage your time & resources so you can build your business in

just a few hours a week… and because of this, most of our team members end up enrolling

their first customers before their products even arrive!

I am currently looking to lock arms and run with people who are ready to take action and

create the life they've always dreamed about! If that sounds like you, then click here to

connect with me on Facebook so I can share the next step with you to learn more!



I look forward to chatting with you soon!

YOUR NAME


